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We are interested in the maximal size A(n, d ) of a binary error-correcting code
of length n and distance d, or, alternatively, in the best packing of balls of radius
(d&1)2 in the n-dimensional Hamming space. The best known lower bound on
A(n, d ) is due to Gilbert and Varshamov and is obtained by a covering argument.
The best know upper bound is due to McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch,
and is obtained using Delsarte’s linear programming approach. It is not known
whether this is the best possible bound one can obtain from Delsarte’s linear
program. We show that the optimal upper bound obtainable from Delsarte’s linear
program will strictly exceed the GilbertVarshamov lower bound. In fact, it will be
at least as big as the average of the GilbertVarshamov bound and the McEliece,
Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch upper bound. Similar results hold for constant
weight binary codes. The average of the GilbertVarshamov bound and the McEliece,
Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch upper bound might be the true value of Delsarte’s
bound. We provide some evidence for this conjecture.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A binary error-correcting code C of length n and distance d is a subset of
the Hamming cube [0, 1]n such that &x& y&d for all x{ y # C. Here
&x& y& :=ni=1 |xi& yi | is the Hamming distance between x and y.
Efficient and error-resistant communication channels require large codes
with large minimal distance. This leads to one of the main problems in
combinatorial coding theory, which is to determine the maximal size
A(n, d) of an error-correcting code C of length n and distance d. One is
also interested in the asymptotic behaviour of A(n, d ), when n   and d
is proportional to n, namely d=$n, for 0$1. The question then is to
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estimate the asymptotic maximal rate R($) of an error-correcting code with
relative distance $,
R($)=sup
dn
lim sup
n  
1
n
log2 A(n, dn),
where the supremum is over all the sequences dn with dn n  $.
An important subclass of binary codes are codes in which all the
codewords have the same Hamming weight. A constant weight binary
error-correcting code C of length n, weight w and distance d is a subset of
the Hamming sphere S(n, w)=[x # [0, 1]n : &x&=ni=1 xi=w], such that
&x& y&d for all x{ y # C. Now the problem is to determine the maximal
size A(n, d, w) of an error-correcting code C of length n, weight w and dis-
tance d. The asymptotic maximal rate R($, !) of an error-correcting code
with relative weight ! and relative distance $ for 0$2!1 is defined as
R($, !)= sup
dn , wn
lim sup
n  
1
n
log2 A(n, dn , wn),
where the supremum is over all the sequences wn , dn with dn n  $,
wn n  !.
This paper deals with bounds on R($) and R($, !). We start with a
review of the known bounds.
The classical bounds on R($) and R($, !) are based on the observation
that the Hamming cube and the Hamming sphere, equipped with the
Hamming metric, are transitive metric spaces. Namely, for any two points
x, y there is an isometry of the space taking x to y. In particular, the size
of the ball of radius d centered at any point of the metric space ([0, 1]n,
& }&) is that of the ball centered at zero, which is di=0 ( ni ). The usual packing
and covering arguments [10] now give the GilbertVarshamov lower
bound [10],
A(n, d )
2n
:
d&1
i=0 \
n
i+
,
and the Hamming upper bound [10],
A(n, d )
2n
:
(d&1)2
i=0 \
n
i+
.
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The standard estimates for the binomial distribution give the corresponding
bounds for R($) in the interval 0$ 12 ,
1&H($)R($)1&H \$2+ , (1)
where H(x)=&x log2(x)&(1&x) log2(1&x) is the binary entropy function.
It is also known [10] that R($)=0 for $ 12 .
A ball of radius d centered at any point of the metric space (S(n, w), & }&)
is of size d2i=0 (
w
i )(
n&w
i ). This leads to upper and lower bounds on
A(n, d, w). We will only need a following counterpart for constant weight
codes of the GilbertVarshamov lower bound [6],
R($, !)H(!)&!H \ $2!+&(1&!) H \
$
2(1&!)+ , (2)
where ! 12 and 0$2!(1&!). It is known [10] that R($, !)=0 for
$2!(1&!).
The BassalygoElias inequality [3] establishes a connection between
A(n, d) and A(n, d, w):
A(n, d )A(n, d, w) }
2n
\nw+
(3)
The best known upper bounds on R($), R($, !) are due to McEliece et al.
[11] (see also [8]) and are obtained using Delsarte’s linear programming
approach. The starting point of this approach is that both the Hamming
cube and the Hamming sphere, equipped with the Hamming metric, are in
fact doubly transitive metric spaces. This means that for any two pairs of
points x, y and x1 , y1 with &x& y&=&x1& y1& there is an isometry of the
space taking x to x1 and y to y1 . Let (X, D) be a finite metric space with
n+1 distinct distances 0=d0<d1<d2< } } } <dn . Consider a partition of
X_X into n+1 relations Ri=[(x, y) : D(x, y)=di], for i=0.. .n. It turns
out that if (X, D) is doubly transitive then (X, R0 . . .Rn) is a symmetric
association scheme. (See [2; 14, Chap. 30] for an introduction to associa-
tion schemes. Section 2 also provides some information.) In particular,
starting from the Hamming cube, one obtains the Hamming association
scheme H(n, 2), and the Hamming sphere of radius w leads to the Johnson
association scheme J(n, w).
Let (X, R), where R=(R0 , ..., Rn) is a partition of X_X and R0 is the
identity matrix, be a symmetric association scheme with n+1 classes. Let
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Q be the second eigenmatrix of (X, R). The inner distribution (a0 , ..., an) of
YX is given by
ak=
|Rk & (Y_Y )|
|Y |
for k=0, ..., n. Delsarte has shown [3] that the inner distribution of any
subset Y of X satisfies
:
n
k=0
ak Qk, s0 for s=0, ..., n.
Therefore, if CX is an error-correcting code of distance d, its inner
distribution a0 . . .an satisfies a system of linear constraints,
a0=1, a1= } } } =ad&1=0,
:
n
k=0
ak=|C|
and
:
n
k=0
ak Qk, s0 for s=0, ..., n.
It follows that if the second eigenmatrix Q is known, one can obtain upper
bounds on |C| by solving an explicitly given linear program.
The second eigenmatrices of the Hamming and the Johnson association
schemes were determined by Delsarte [3]. Let Q be the second eigenmatrix of
the Hamming scheme. Then for all 0k, sn holds Qs, k=Ks(k). Here Ks is
the Krawtchouk polynomial of degree s. Krawtchouk polynomials K0 . . .Kn are
a classical family of orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable.
The second eigenmatrix Qs, k of the Johnson scheme is given by another
family of orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable. For the Johnson
scheme, Qs, k=Hs(k) for s, k=0.. .w. Here H0 . . .Hw are a family of Hahn poly-
nomials. (See Section 2 for more on Krawtchouk and Hahn polynomials).
This leads [3] to linear programming upper bounds on A(n, d ) and
A(n, d, w):
A(n, d )max { :
n
k=0
ak } ak0; a0=1; ak=0, 1k<d;
:
n
k=0
akKs(k)0, 0sn= (4)
=min {4(0) } 4= :
n
s=0
bsKs ; bs0; b0=1; 4(i )0, din= (5)
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and, assuming w.l.o.g. that d is even2
A(n, d, w)max { :
w
k=0
ak } ak0; a0=1; ak=0, 1k<d2;
:
w
k=0
ak Hs(k)0, 0sw= (6)
=min {4(0) } 4= :
w
s=0
bsHs ; bs0; b0=1;
4(i )0 , d2iw= . (7)
The equalities (4)=(5) and (6)=(7) follow from the duality theorem of
linear programming [12].
These are the Delsarte linear programming bounds. We will denote these
bounds by ALP(n, d ) and ALP(n, d, w). We also define, in analogy with
R($), R($, !):
RLP($)=sup
dn
lim sup
n  
1
n
log2 ALP(n, dn)
over all sequences dn , dn n  $, and
RLP($, !)= sup
dn , wn
lim sup
n  
1
n
log2 ALP(n, dn , wn)
over all sequences dn , wn , wn n  !, dn n  $.
McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey and Welch, using special properties of
Krawtchouk and Hanh polynomials, constructed solutions 4 satisfying (5)
(correspondingly (7)) with a small 4(0). This gave upper bounds on
RLP($), RLP($, !) for 0$, ! 12 :
3
RLP($)H \12&- $(1&$)+ (8)
0, $2!(1&!)
RLP($, !){H \12&14&\!(1&!)&$2 \1&$2+&$2+2+ , (9)0$<2!(1&!).
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2 Since all the distances in the Hamming sphere are even.
3 This explicit form of the bound (9) is from [9].
We denote the first bound by m($) and the second bound by m($, !). These
two bounds, together with (3), imply the following two bounds on R($).
R($)m($)
R($) min
$*!12
(1+m($, !)&H(!))
Here $*=(1&- 1&2$)2. We denote the second bound by M($). It is not
hard to see that m($, 12)=m($) and therefore M($)m($). Surprisingly,
the two bounds coincide for 0.273...$ 12 .
In conclusion, the best known upper and lower bounds on R($) are
1&H($)R($)M($). (10)
Unfortunately, the two bounds never coincide: 1&H($)<M($) for all
0<$< 12 . Consequently, it is natural to wonder whether Delsarte’s
approach can provide a better upper bound on R($). Specifically, one
could ask whether the inequalities (8), (9) are tight.
A partial answer was given by Rodemich [4, p. 27]. It turns out that
from any solution of (6) implying RLP($, !)&($, !), one can construct a
solution of (4) that shows RLP($)1+&($, !)&H(!). Therefore, for any
0<$< 12 holds
RLP($) min
$*!12
(1+RLP($, !)&H(!)). (11)
In particular RLP($)M($). This implies that (8) is not everywhere tight,
since M($)<m($) for $<0.273... .
However, no improvement for inequality (9) and therefore for the upper
bound in (10) is known.
In this paper we give lower bounds on RLP($), RLP($, !). Our main
result is
Theorem 1.1. (1) For any 0$ 12 ,
RLP($)r($)=
(1&H($))+H( 12&- $(1&$))
2
.
(2) For any 0!12, 0$2!(1&!),
RLP($, !)r($, !)
=
1
2
m($, !)+
1
2 _H(!)&!H \
$
2!+&(1&!) H \
$
2(1&!)+& .
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Remark 1.2. Curiously enough, in both cases our lower estimates are
the arithmetic mean of the McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch upper
bounds and the ‘‘GilbertVarshamov’’ lower bounds (1), (2).
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 3.
Since r($)>1&H($) for all 0<$< 12 , we conclude that Delsarte’s linear
programming approach can not close the gap between the upper and the
lower bounds in (10).
Section 4 contains a somewhat informal discussion on the putative
properties of the Delsarte bounds. We focus on some of the properties of
the functions R($), R($, !) and conjecture that these properties are shared
by RLP($), RLP($, !). We also point out that not all of these properties
hold for the McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch bounds. On the
other hand, it turns out that the bounds r($), r($, !) of Theorem 1.1 do
have these properties. This leads us to conjecture that the inequality signs
in Theorem 1.1 should be replaced by equalities.
Main Conjecture 1.3.
RLP($)=r($)
RLP($, !)=r($, !).
In the course of the discussion we make the following observation (see
Remark 4.5).
Lemma 1.4. Let 0$ 12 , and let !min # [$*,
1
2] be a point at which the
function m($, !)&H(!) attains its minimum (as a function of !). Then for
any !min{ 12 holds
R($, {) min
$*!12
(m($, !)&H(!))+H({). (12)
The RHS of (12) does not exceed the Delsarte bound RLP($, {), and on
a certain set of points [($, {)]R2 it is strictly smaller. This observation
is an immediate corollary of two known results [6, 11]. It is surprising that
it apparently had not been made before.
2. PRELIMINARIES
This section contains some of the definitions, terminology, and facts that
are required later on.
2.1. Association Schemes [2, 14]
Let X be a finite set. A partition R=R0 . . .Rk of X_X into k+1 non-
empty symmetric binary relations, such that R0 is the identity relation,
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is a symmetric association scheme on X if it has the following property:
there exist nonnegative integers pli, j , 0l, i, jk such that given any
(x, y) # Rl , there are exactly p li, j elements z # X such that (x, z) # Ri
and ( y, z) # Rj . This implies that for any x # X and 0ik, the number
vi (x) of y # X such that (x, y) # Ri does not depend on x. The numbers
v0 . . .vk are the valences of the scheme. The numbers vi satisfy v0=1,
v0+ } } } +vk=K, where K :=|X |.
The adjacency matrices of an association scheme are K_K matrices
A0 . . .Ak with rows and columns indexed by the elements of X. The matrices
are defined as follows: Ai (x, y)=1 if (x, y) # Ri , otherwise Ai (x, y)=0. It
is easy to check that the adjacency matrices commute. It can be shown that
there exists an orthogonal decomposition of RK, the space of real vectors
whose coordinates are indexed by the elements of X, into a direct sum of
k+1 subspaces V0 . . .Vk , such that V0 . . .Vk are the eigenspaces of A0 . . .Ak ,
and V0 is a one-dimensional subspace spanned by the vector of all 1’s. Let
mj=dim Vj . The numbers m0 . . .mk are the multiplicities of the scheme.
They satisfy m0=1, m0+ } } } +mk=K.
The first eigenmatrix P of the scheme is a (k+1)_(k+1) matrix defined
by setting Pil to be the eigenvalue of Al corresponding to the eigenspace Vi .
It is easy to see that P is invertible. We will be more interested in the
second eigenmatrix Q of the scheme, defined by Q=KP&1. It has the
following properties: Qi, 0 #1, Q0, l=ml , the columns of Q are orthogonal
with respect to the inner product defined by the weights v0 . . .vk , namely
:
k
i=0
vi Qil Q is={Kml0
if l=s
otherwise.
If there are polynomials Q0 . . .Qk such that deg Qi=i and Qil=Ql (i ) for
0i, lk, such polynomials will be called the Q-polynomials of the
scheme. In particular, Q-polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the
discrete probability measure v0 K . . .vk K on 0. . .k.
We will encounter three association schemes:
The Hamming scheme H(n, 2). The set X is [0, 1]n, so K=2n. There
are n classes, (x, y) # Ri iff the Hamming distance between x and y is i. The
valences and the multiplicities are given by vi=mi=( ni ). The Q-polyno-
mials for the scheme are the Krawtchouk polynomials Ks(x) described in
the next subsection.
The Halved Hamming scheme I(n, 2). The elements of X are 0, 1
vectors of length n with an even number of 1’s. Therefore K=2n&1. There
are w n2 x classes, (x, y) # R i iff the Hamming distance between x and y is 2i.
The valences are vi=( n2i). The multiplicities m j are (
n
j ) for j=0. . .w
n
2 x&1. If
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n is odd then mwn2x=( nwn2 x), otherwise mwn2x=
1
2 (
n
wn2 x). The Q-polyno-
mials for the scheme are modified Krawtchouk polynomials: Qs(x)=
Ks(2x) for s=0.. .w n2 x&1. If n is odd then Qwn2x (x)=Kwn2x (2x),
otherwise Qwn2x (x)= 12Kwn2x (2x).
The Johnson scheme J(n, w). The elements of X are 0, 1 vectors of
length n with precisely w ones. So K=( nw). There are w classes, (x, y) # R i
iff the Hamming distance between x and y is 2i. The valences of the scheme
are vi=( wi )(
(n&w)
i ). The multiplicities are m0=1, mj=(
n
j )&(
n
j&1) for
1 jw. The Q-polynomials for the scheme are the Hahn polynomials
Hs(x), described in Subsection 2.3.
2.2. Properties of Krawtchouk Polynomials [11, 13]
Let +K (i )=( ni )2
n, 0in, be a discrete probability measure on 0. . .n.
The orthogonal polynomials associated with +K are the Krawtchouk poly-
nomials K ns(x), s=0. . .n. (For the remainder of this subsection, and when-
ever possible later on, we will omit the superscript n.) This subsection
collects some of the properties of these polynomials. The second claim of
Lemma 2.3 seems to be new.
Definition,
Ks(x)= :
s
k=0
(&1)k \xk+\
n&x
s&k+ . (13)
Corollary 2.1.
K0 #1, Ks(0)=\ns+ , Kn&s(i )={
Ks(i )
&Ks(i )
if i is even
if i is odd.
Corollary 2.2 Ks( n2&x) is an even (odd) function of x if s is even
(odd ).
Reciprocity,
\ns+ Ki (s)=\
n
i+ Ks(i ). (14)
Orthogonality,
:
n
i=0
+K (i ) Ks(i ) Kt (i )={\
n
s+ , s=t (15)
0, otherwise.
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Difference equation,
(n&i ) Ks(i+1)&(n&2s) Ks(i )+iKs(i&1)=0. (16)
First root behaviour, as n grows to infinity,
xs=n } \12&
s
n \1&
s
n+++o(n). (17)
Monotonicity:
Lemma 2.3. Let 2=Wn45+n12X . Let s be such that xs>2. Then,
assuming n is large enough
(1) +K (i ) Ks(i ) is an increasing function of i in the interval
[0, xs&2].
(2) A stronger statement is also true: There is a constant c>0 such
that for any i # [0, xs&2]
(1+cn&25) } +K (i ) Ks(i )+K (i+1) Ks(i+1).
Proof. The first claim is known [8]. (See the proof of (22) below.) We
omit the proof of the second claim, since it is quite similar to the proof of
Lemma 2.5, which will be given below. We also refer to Section 5 of [5]
in which the ratio Ks(i )Ks(i&1) is determined for 0ixs&o(n). K
2.3. Properties of Hahn Polynomials [11, 13]
For a pair (n, w), n2w define a discrete probability measure +H on
0. . .w in the following way: +H(i )=( wi )(
n&w
i )(
n
w), 0iw. The orthogonal
polynomials associated with +H are the Hahn polynomials Hs(x), s=0.. .w.
This section describes properties of these polynomials. Lemma 2.5 appears
to be new.
Definition,
Hs=
ws
2s
:
s
k=0
\ sk+
\wk+\
(n&w)
s&k +
K wk K
n&w
s&k , (18)
where ws=( ns)&(
n
s&1).
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Corollary 2.4. H0 #1, Hs(0)=ws .
Orthogonality,
:
w
i=0
+H(i ) Hs(i ) Ht (i )={ws0,
s=t
otherwise.
(19)
Difference equation,
(w&i )(n&w&i ) Hs(i+1)&(w(n&w)&i(n&2i )&s(n&s+1))
_Hs(i )+i2Hs(i&1)=0 (20)
First root behaviour as n, w grow to infinity,
xs=n }
(wn)(1&wn)&(sn)(1&sn)
1+ - (sn)(1&sn)
+o(w). (21)
Monotonicity:
Lemma 2.5. Let 2=Ww45+w12X . Let s be such that xs>2. Then,
assuming w is large enough
(1) +H(i ) Hs(i ) is an increasing function of i in the interval
[0, xs&2].
(2) A stronger statement is also true: There is a constant c>0 such
that for any i # [0, xs&2]
(1+cw&25) } +H(i ) Hs(i )+H(i+1) Hs(i+1).
The lemma is proved in the Appendix.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We present two proofs for Theorem 1.1. In the first subsection we con-
struct a solution of the primal linear program (4) and prove the first part
of the theorem. In the second subsection we work with Delsarte’s dual
linear program in a more general setting of association schemes. We
analyze the solutions of the linear program for a certain class of association
schemes. This includes the Hamming and the Johnson schemes. The results
of the analysis for these two schemes provide the key to the proof of the
theorem.
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3.1. The Primal Approach
Let n, d, dn2 be natural numbers. We assume w.l.o.g. that d is even.
Set
==
1
2n
}\
n
wxd x+ 2n
\nd+
,
where xs=xs(n) is the first root of the Krawtchouk polynomial Ks .
Lemma 3.1. Let numbers a0 , ..., an be defined as follows:
v a0=1; a1= } } } =ad&1=0.
v ad=(d+1) } ( nd) } =.
v For d+1kn, ak=( nk) } =.
Then:
(1)
:
n
k=0
ak
1
4n
}\
n
wxd x+ 2n
\nd+
.
(2) For 0sn,
:
n
k=0
ak Ks(k)0.
Recall (17), that xd=n } (12&- (dn)(1&dn))+o(n). Therefore the
lemma, together with the standard estimates on binomial coefficients, gives
the first part of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Part (1) is immediate.
:
n
k=0
ak= :
n
k=d \
n
k+=2n&1
1
4n
}\
n
wxd x+ 2n
\nd+
.
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It remains to prove (2). For s=0 the claim is trivial. Assume s1. By the
definition of ak ,
:
n
k=0
ak Ks(k)=Ks(0)+= :
n
k=d \
n
k+ Ks(k)+= d } \
n
d+ Ks(d ).
Krawtchouk polynomials Ks are orthogonal with respect to the measure
+K (i )=( ni )2
n, 0in, implying
:
n
k=d \
n
k+ Ks(k)= :
n
k=0 \
n
k+ Ks(k)& :
d&1
k=0 \
n
k+ Ks(k)
=2n } (Ks , K0) & :
d&1
k=0 \
n
k+ Ks(k)=& :
d&1
k=0 \
n
k+ Ks(k).
Here ( , ) is the inner product with respect to +K . The last equality uses s>0.
Now, Ks(0)=( ns), and by the reciprocity property (14) of Krawtchouk
polynomials: ( ns) Ki (s)=(
n
i ) Ks(i ). Consequently
:
n
k=0
ak Ks(k)=\ns+&= \
n
s+ :
d&1
k=0
Kk (s)+= \ns+ } dKd (s).
Therefore it suffices to show
1&= :
d&1
k=0
Kk (s)+= dKd (s)0. (22)
We prove (22) in two steps. First, we show that for s lying close enough
to the endpoints of the interval [0, n], the third summand in (22) is
positive and is larger than the second summand. Then we will see that for
the rest of the values of s, the last two summands in (22) are dominated
by the first one.
We start with an identity [8, (46)], which is valid for any integers
1sn and for any real x:
Kns (x)&K
n
s&1(x)=K
n+1
s (x+1).
Recall that [K ms (x)]
m
s=0 with superscript m stands for the family of
Krawtchouk polynomials orthogonal with respect to the measure
+(m)K (i )=(
m
i )2
m on 0. . .m. Since xs(n+1)>xs(n), and the sequence xs(n)
decreases with s (see (67) in [8]), we have
Kd (s)>Kk (s)>0 if 0kd&1 and sxd&1.
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Therefore (22) holds for sxd&1. Now, by Corollary 14, Kk ( n2&x) is an
even or an odd function of x, depending on the parity of k. We have taken
d to be even, and therefore
Kd (s)>|Kk (s)|>0 if 0kd&1 and sn&xd+1.
This implies (22) for sn&xd+1. It remains to prove (22) for s #
[xd , n&xd]. By (15), 12n 
n
s=0 (
n
s) K
2
k (s)=(
n
k), implying
|Kk (s)|
2n \nk+
\ns+
.
Consequently, for s # [xd , n&xd] and 0kd,
|Kk (s)|
2n \nd+
\ nwxd x+
.
Therefore, for s # [xd , n&xd]
1&= :
d&1
k=0
Kk (s)+= dKd (s)1&= :
d&1
k=0
|Kk (s)|&= d |Kd |(s)
>1&= } 2n
2n \nd+
\ nwxd x+
0.
The last inequality follows from our choice of =. K
3.2. The Dual Approach
Let (X, R) be a symmetric association scheme with k classes. Let K :=
|X | be the size of the scheme, and let v0 . . .vk and m0 . . .mk be the valences
and the multiplicities of the scheme.
We call CX an error-correcting code of minimal distance D, if
Ri & (C_C)=< for i=1.. .D. Delsarte [3] gave a linear programming
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upper bound on the maximal size of an error-correcting code in a scheme.
This is the dual form of this bound:
|C|min {4(0) } 4(i )= :
k
s=0
bsQi, s , i=0, ..., k; bs0;
b0=1; 4(i )0 for i=D . . .k= . (23)
Here Q=(Qi, j) is the second eigenmatrix of the scheme. Note that bounds
(5) and (7) are special cases of (23).
Assume that there exist Q-polynomials Q0 . . .Qk , such that the degree of
Qs is s and Qs(i )=Q i, s for 0i, sk. In particular, these polynomials are
orthogonal with respect to the discrete probability measure v0 K . . .vk K on
the integer points 0 . . .k. Let xs be the smallest root of Qs . It is well known
[13] that xs is in [0, k] and that x1>x2> } } } >xk . Since Qs(0)=ms is
positive, Qs(x)0 for 0xxs .
Assume also that the polynomials [Qs]s satisfy the following
monotonicity property: there exists an integer 2>0 such that for any s
with xs2 and for any i # [0, xs&2] holds
vi Qs(i )v i+1 Qs(i+1). (24)
We define the inverse root function r: [0, x1&2]  [1. . .k], by setting
r(x)=max[1sk | xsx+2].4
Now we are ready to formulate the main technical claim:
Lemma 3.2. Let 1Dx1&2. In the above assumptions, the value of
Delsarte’s linear program (23) is at least
1
8k2 \
K minir(D) mi
maxjD v j +
12
. (25)
Proof. Let 4=ks=0 bsQs be a solution of (23). Let &4&1=
1
K 
k
i=0 vi |4(i )|.
We know two things about 4. First
1=(4, Q0)=
1
K
:
k
i=0
vi 4(i ).
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4 The function is well-defined for all x # [0, x1&2], since 0<xk<1.
Second: 4(i )0 for i=D . . .k. Taken in conjunction, they imply that 4 is
‘‘large’’ for some integer point j of the interval [0, D&1]. Specifically
vj
K
4( j )
&4&1
2k+2

1
2k+2
. (26)
Write 4=41+42 , where 41=r(D)s=0 bsQs . We will show that either
|42( j )| or |42(D)| is ‘‘large.’’ Let l # [ j, D] be such that vl |42(l)|=
max[vj |42( j )|, vD |42(D)|]. Then we claim
vl
K
|42(l)|
1
4k+4
. (27)
If (vj K) 41( j )< 14k+4 , then (27) follows from (26). Assume then that
(vj K) 41( j ) 14k+4 . By the definition of r, for all 1sr(D) holds
xsD+2. Therefore by (24)
vD
K
41(D)=
vD
K
:
r(D)
s=0
bsQs(D)
vj
K
:
r(D)
s=0
bs Qs( j )=
v j
K
41( j )
1
4k+4
.
On the other hand, 4(D)0. Hence (vDK) |42(D)| 14k+4 , proving (27).
Next, we show that if (vl K) |42(l)| is large for l # [0, D] then 4(0) is
large. Expand 42(l)=ks=r(D)+1 bs Qs(l).
Since 4(0)=ks=0 bsQs(0)=
k
s=0 bsms , we get bs4(0)ms . Since
ki=0 (vi K) Q
2
s (i )=ms , we have |Qs(l)|- Kms vl . Therefore
1
4k+4

vl
K
|42(l)|4(0) }vlK :
k
s=r(D)+1
m&12s , (28)
implying the claim of the lemma.
We are ready to prove the second part of Theorem 1.1. Fix 0<! 12 and
0<$<2!(1&!). Let w=!n+o(n), d=$n+o(n). Assume that d is even.
We want to apply Lemma 3.2 in order to obtain a lower bound on
ALP(n, d, w). Indeed, (7) is a special case of (23) with D= d2 , and by
Lemma 2.5, the Hahn polynomials Hs satisfy (24) with 2=Ww45+w12X .
The parameters of the scheme are k=w, K=( nw), mi=(
n
i ), vj=(
w
j )(
(n&w)
j ).
It remains to find the value of the inverse root function on D= d2 . The first
root xs of Hs is given by (21). The function ,(x)=((wn)(1&wn)&
x(1&x))(1+2 - x(1&x)) is a decreasing mapping from [0, wn] to
[0, wn (1&
w
n )]. Its inverse is [9]
(x)=
1
2
&14&\
w
n \1&
w
n+&x(1&x)&x+
2
.
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Therefore
r \d2+=n } _
1
2
&14&\
w
n \1&
w
n+&
$
2 \1&
$
2+&
$
2+
2
&+o(n).
It is easy to check that the minimal value of the multiplicity mi for
i # [r( d2), w] is attained at the left endpoint r(
d
2). The valences vj increase for
j # [0, d2]. Therefore
ALP(n, d, w)0 \ 1n2+ }\
n
w+\
n
r(d2)+
\ wd2+\
n&w
d2 +
.
Substituting the value of r( d2), and using the standard estimates for the
binomial distribution, we obtain the second claim of the theorem.
The first claim is slightly trickier. A straightforward application of
Lemma 3.2 for the Hamming scheme gives a trivial bound of RLP($)
1&H($)
2 . The problem lies in the fact that the multiplicities mi=(
n
i ) of the
Hamming scheme H(n, 2) decrease for in2. In particular, mn=1.
To solve this problem, we bring in a different, but closely related associa-
tion schemethe scheme I(n, 2) formed by vectors of even weight in
H(n, 2) (see Section 2).
Recall that the scheme I(n, 2) has k=w n2 x classes.We will assume w.l.o.g.
that n is odd. The parameters of the scheme are: K=2n&1, vi=( n2i),
mj=( nj ). The Q-polynomials for this scheme are Qs(i )=Ks(2i ) for 0s,
ik.
First, we link the Delsarte bounds for the two schemes.
Lemma 3.3. Let BLP(n, D) be the solution of the linear program (23) for
the scheme I(n, 2) and distance D. Then
BLP(n, D)ALP(n, 2D).
Proof. Let 4H=ns=0 bs Ks be an optimal solution for (5) with d=2D.
We construct a solution 4I of (23) with 4I (0)4H(0).
Set 4I (i )= 1b0+bn 4H(2i ) for 0ik. Then
(4I , Qs) = :
k
i=0
vi
K
4I (i ) Qs(i )=
1
b0+bn
:
k
i=0
( n2i)
2n&1
4H(2i ) Ks(2i )
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by Corollary 2.1
=
1
b0+bn
:
n
i=0
( ni )
2n
4H(i )(Ks(i )+Kn&s(i ))=
bs+bn&s
b0+bn \
n
s+ .
Therefore 4I=(1(b0+bn)) ks=0 (bs+bn&s) Qs . It satisfies the conditions
of (23), and 4I (0)4H(0), since b0=1. K
Now we are ready to prove the first part of Theorem 1.1. Fix 0<$< 12 .
Let d=$n+o(n). Assume that d is even. In order to obtain a lower bound
on ALP(n, d), we apply Lemma 3.2 to the scheme I(n, 2) with D= d2 . Note
that by Lemma 2.3, the Q-polynomials Qs(x)=Ks(2x) satisfy (24) with
2=W(w45+w12)2X . The first root xs of Ks is given by (17). The function
,(x)= 12&- x(1&x) is a decreasing involution (, b ,(x)=x) from [0, 12]
to [0, 12]. Therefore
r(D)=r \d2+=n \
1
2
&dn \1&
d
n+++o(n).
The multiplicities mi increase for i # [0, k] and so do the valences vj for
j # [0, D]. Therefore
ALP(n, d )0\ 1n2+ }
2n \ nr(d2)+
\nd+
.
Substituting the value of r( d2), and applying the standard estimates for the
binomial distribution, we conclude the proof of the first claim of the
theorem. K
4. DISCUSSION
The main goal of this section is to explain Conjecture 1.3.
We view the rate functions R($) and R($, !) as an implicitly given pair
of real functions, defined on an interval [0, 12] and on a square [0,
1
2]_
[0, 12]. These functions are known explicitly only in trivial ‘‘boundary’’
cases. However, they are also known to satisfy several explicit properties,
which reflect their ‘‘geometric origins.’’
We will compile a list of properties of the functions R($) and R($, !).
This collection of properties will define a class R of functions f ($), f ($, !)
with the same domain of definition, which share these properties. Next, we
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will check which of the bounds we have encountered so far, belong to this
function class.
Recall that we have seen three bounds on R($) and R($, !). These are
the ‘‘GilbertVarshamov’’ lower bound: h($) given by (1) and h($, !) given
by (2); the Delsarte upper bound RLP($) and RLP($, !); the McEliece,
Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch upper bound m($) and m($, !).
There is also the lower bound r($) and r($, !) on RLP($) and RLP($, !),
given by Theorem 1.1.
Among these, the Delsarte bound is an implicit one, defined as an
optimum of a linear program. All the other bounds are explicit. The
bounds are ordered: h<rRLPm. The rate functions R lie between h
and RLP .
We will see that r # R, but m  R. We won’t be able to determine whether
RLP is in R, but we will conjecture that it is. This, together with an obser-
vation that r seems to be a natural bound in the framework of association
schemes, will lead us to Conjecture 1.3, namely RLP=r.
Before we define the class R, let us focus on one of the properties of R($)
and R($, !). This property will be crucial for the sake of this discussion,
since it separates m from R.
Consider the BassalygoElias inequality (3), and let the radius w of the
sphere decrease from n2 to zero. Intuitively, the metric spaces
(S(n, w), & }&) differ more and more from the whole Hamming space
([0, 1]n, & }&). Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that the informa-
tion one can obtain on A(n, d ) through estimates on A(n, d, w) and the
BassalygoElias inequality, should go down with w. This intuition is made
precise by the following result [7], which we formulate in an asymptotic
form:
Lemma 4.1. R($, !)&H(!) is a non-increasing function of ! in the
interval [0, 12].
Lemma 4.2. The functions R($), R($, !) satisfy the following properties:
v Boundary values
(1) R(0)=1, R( 12)=0.
(2) R(0, !)=H(!), R($, 12)=R($), R($, !)=0 for 0!
(1&- 1&2$)2.
v Monotonicity
(3) R($) is a non-increasing function of $, 0$ 12 .
(4) For any 0! 12 , R($, !) is a non-increasing function of $,
0$ 12 .
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(5) For any 0$ 12 , R($, !) is a non-decreasing function of !,
0! 12 .
v (6) R($, !)&H(!) is a non-increasing function of !, 0! 12 .
Proof. The only non-trivial property which remains to be verified is (5).
It is proved in [6]. K
We define R to be the class of all real functions f ($), f ($, !), which share
properties (1)(6).
Now, consider the functions h, RLP , m, r.
Proposition 4.3. (a) The GilbertVarshamov bound h, given by
h($)=1&H($),
h($, !)={
0,
H(!)&!H \ $2!+&(1&!) H \
$
2(1&!)+ ,
0!
1&- 1&2$
2
1&- 1&2$
2
!
1
2
is in R.
(b) The bound m of McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch is not
in R.
(c) The bound r= h+m2 is in R.
Proof. (a) Properties (1)(4) are immediate. Property (5) is proved in
[6]. Property (6) follows from
(h($, !)&H(!))
!
=log2 \1& $(1&2!)!(2&2!&$)+
for (1&- 1&2$)2<!< 12 .
(b) It is easy to see that properties (1)(5) are satisfied. However,
property (6) does not hold. Indeed, (2) and (6) would imply min$*!12
(1+m($, !)&H(!))=m($, 12)=m($), which is not true [11] for $<0.273... .
(c) Properties (1)(5) are immediate, since they hold for h and m,
and r= h+m2 . Property (6) is harder. It is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. For any 0$ 12 the function
r($, !)&H(!)=
1
2 _m($, !)&H(!)&!H \
$
2!+&(1&!) H \
$
2(1&!)+&
is a non-increasing function of ! in the interval [(1&- 1&2$)2, 12].
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The lemma is proved in the Appendix.
Remark 4.5. Lemma 1.4 is an immediate consequence of (9) and
Lemma 4.1. The second part of Proposition 4.3 implies that on a certain set
of points [($, {)]R2, the RHS of (12) is strictly smaller than RLP($, {).
We are not able to determine whether RLP # R. Properties (1)(4) are
easily verified. However, it is not clear whether properties (5) and (6) hold.
We do conjecture that the Delsarte bounds are a sufficiently good
approximation of R($), R($, !) in order to ‘‘inherit’’ these properties.
Conjecture 4.6. RLP # R.
This conjecture is partially validated by (11).
Let us consider once again the lower bounds r($), r($, !) on RLP($),
RLP($, !). These bounds are special cases of (25) and therefore are
naturally expressed by the parameters of the Hamming and Johnson
association schemes. On the other hand, by Proposition 4.3, r # R. This,
taken together with Conjecture 4.6, leads us to Conjecture 1.3, namely that
these bounds are in fact the Delsarte bounds.
5. APPENDIX
5.1. Proof of Lemma 2.5
We start with an estimate on xs which quantifies the o(w) expression on
the RHS of (21). The following claim is implicitly contained in [9].
Lemma 5.1. For all 1sw n2 holds
|xs&F |- w, (29)
where
F=n }
(wn)(1&wn)&(sn)(1&sn)
1+2 - (sn)(1&sn)
.
Proof (Sketch). Use Lemma 5.15 of [9] with mi and C defined by
(5.51), taking l=- w in (5.38). It is easy to check that this gives |xs&F |
- w, unless sn2&- n2. But in that case F1 and s> 12 (n+1&
- (n+1)2&4w(n&w)). Therefore, by Lemma 5.18, xs1, completing the
proof.
In particular, xs2 implies Fw45, which implies (w&s)(n&w&s)
nw45.
From now on we assume that xs2, that i # [0, xs&2] and that w is
large.
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Next, similarly to [5, 11], we obtain a quadratic equation for the ratio
\=\(i )=Hs(i )Hs(i&1). It is easy to see that \(i+1)=\(i ) } (1+=(i )),
where =(i ) is negative and small, |=(i )|=O(w22). (We use the asymptotic
O, 0, o notation under the assumption w  ). Let us write the difference
Eq. (20) as
(w&i )(n&w&i ) }
Hs(i+1)
Hs(i )
}
Hs(i )
Hs(i&1)
&((n&w)&i(n&2i )&s(n&s+1)) }
Hs(i )
Hs(i&1)
+i 2=0.
This gives
(w&i )(n&w&i ) } \2 } (1+=)
&(w(n&w)&i(n&2i )&s(n&s+1)) } \+i 2=0. (30)
Here ===(i ) is the ‘‘error term.’’ Set A=(w&i )(n&w&i ), B=w(n&w)&
i(n&2i )&s(n&s+1), C=i 2. Then:
\=
B\- B2&4AC(1+=)
2A(1+=)
. (31)
In particular, B>0, and the discriminant D2 :=B2&4AC(1+=) is non-
negative. We will show that +(i ) Hs(i )+(i&1) Hs(i&1)=+(i )+(i&1) } \(i )
=1+$(i ), with $(i )1+0(w&25).
We start with estimating the discriminant. We have D2>B2&4AC
(recall =<0). The expression B2&4AC is, as observed in [11], quadratic
in i and can be written in the form
B2&4AC=(n&2s)2 } i 2&2n(w&s)(n&w&s) } i+(w&s)2 (n&w&s)2.
The roots of this quadratic are:
i1, 2=
(w&s)(n&w&s)
(n&2s)2
} (n\2 - s(n&s))
=n }
(wn)(1&wn)&(sn)(1&sn)
1\2 - (sn)(1&sn)
.
Note that i1=F. Consequently, for ixs&2,
D2(n&2s)2 (i1&i )(i2&i )
w45((n&2s)2 w45+4 - s(n&s) (w&s)(n&w&s))
0(n2w85).
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Now we can resolve the problem of the choice of sign in (31). Observe that
the values \(i ) and \(i&1) are very close, indeed \(i&1)\(i ) =1+O(w2
2)=
1+O(w&35). On the other hand, DB=0(nw
45nw)0(w&15). It follows
that the choice of the sign must be uniform throughout the interval
i # [1, xs&2]. It is not hard to check that for i=1 the choice is + and
therefore
\=\(i )=
B+- B2&4AC(1+=)
2A(1+=)

B
2A
.
Let us return to the ratio +(i )+(i&1) } \(i ). Note that
+(i )
+(i&1)
=(w&i )
n&w&i
i 2
=
A
C
.
This implies that +(i )+(i&1) } \(i )
B
2C . We will conclude by showing that
B
2C1+0(w
&25).
One checks easily that i<xsx1= w(n&w)n implies AC. Therefore
B2&4C 2B2&4AC=0(n2w85). It follows B2C1+0(n
2w852C(B+2C))
=1+0(w&25).
5.2. Proof of Lemma 4.4
Consider a domain DR2, D=[($, !) | 0$12; (1&- 1&2$)2
!12].
Let f: D  R be given by:
f ($, !)=H(t($, !))&H(!)&!H \ $2!+&(1&!) H \
$
2(1&!)+ ,
where H(x)=&x log2(x)&(1&x) log2(1&x) is the binary entropy func-
tion, and t: D  R is given by
t($, !)=
1
2
&14&\!(1&!)&
$
2 \1&
$
2+&
$
2+
2
.
We have to prove that for any fixed 0$ 12 , f ($, !) is a non-increasing
function of !.
For $=0, f (0, !)#0, and the claim is valid.
Now let $0>0. We have to show that for all (1&- 1&2$0 )2!1!2 12
holds f ($0 , !1) f ($0 , !2). Clearly it suffices to show

$
f ($, !1)

$
f ($, !2) for all 0$$0 . (32)
From now on we verify (32). All the logarithms are to base 2.
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By the definition of f,

$
f ($, !)=

$
H(t($, !))&log \!(1&!)&$2 \1&
$
2+++log \
$
2+ .
Let k=k($, !)=- !(1&!)& $2 (1& $2). Then t= 12&- 14&(k& $2)2 and
therefore,

$
t($, !)=
(k&$2)(k$&12)
- 14&(k&$2)2
.
Recall that dH(x)dx =log(
1&x
x ), implying
H(t)
$ =log(
1&t
t )
t
$ .
Observe also that k$=&
12&$
2k . Consequently

$
f ($, !)=&
(2k&$)(2k&$+1)
4k - 1&(2k&$)2
} log \1+- 1&(2k&$)
2
1&- 1&(2k&$)2+
&log(k)+log \$2+ .
For a fixed $, k($, !) is an increasing one to one function of ! from
[
1&- 1&2$
2 ,
1
2] to [
$
2 ,
1&$
2 ]. Therefore, we may change variables, and con-
sider RHS as a function of $ and k. We have to show that RHS is non-
increasing in !, ! # [ 1&- 1&2$2 ,
1
2], which is the same as to show RHS is
non-increasing in k, k # [ $2 ,
1&$
2 ].
For this purpose, let us introduce one additional change of variable:
m=2k&$. Then we are left with a following claim: For every 0$ 12 the
function
v(m)=
m(m+1)
2(m+$) - 1&m2
} log \1+- 1&m
2
1&- 1&m2++log(m+$)&log \
$
2+
is non-decreasing in m, for m # [0, 1&2$].
Considering the first summand as a product of two factors, m(m+1)2(m+$) and
(1- 1&m2) } log((1+- 1&m2)(1&- 1&m2)), we obtain
dv
dm
=\12+
$(1&$)
2(m+$)2+ } \
1
- 1&m2
} log \1+- 1&m
2
1&- 1&m2++
+
m(m+1)
2(m+$)
} \ m(- 1&m2)3 } log \
1+- 1&m2
1&- 1&m2+&
2 log(e)
m(1&m2)++
log(e)
m+$
.
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We want to show dvdm0. Multiplying by 2(m+$) and moving the last
summand to the other side, we see that this is equivalent to:
\(m+$)+$(1&$)(m+$) + } \
1
- 1&m2
} log \1+- 1&m
2
1&- 1&m2++
+m(m+1) \ m(- 1&m2)3 } log \
1+- 1&m2
1&- 1&m2+&
2 log(e)
m(1&m2)+
&2 log(e).
The function (m+$)+ $(1&$)(m+$) increases in $, so it is enough to take $=0,
arriving at
m
- 1&m2
} log \1+- 1&m
2
1&- 1&m2+
+m(m+1) \ m(- 1&m2)3 } log \
1+- 1&m2
1&- 1&m2+&
2 log(e)
m(1&m2)+
&2 log(e).
Opening brackets and rearranging, we get the following equivalent
inequalities:
m
- 1&m2
} log \1+- 1&m
2
1&- 1&m2++
m2(m+1)
(- 1&m2)3
} log \1+- 1&m
2
1&- 1&m2+
&2 log(e)+
2 log(e)
1&m
=
2 log(e) m
1&m
,
or
1
- 1&m2
} log \1+- 1&m
2
1&- 1&m2+2 log(e).
Setting s=- 1&m2, it remains to verify that for all 0<s<1,
l(s)=
1
s
log \1+s1&s+2 log(e).
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This is quite simple. At the endpoints of the interval (0, 1), l(s) is going to
infinity. The minimum of l(s) is attained at the only zero s0 of the
derivative, which, easily, satisfies
l(s0)=
1
s0
log \1+s01&s0+=
2 log(e)
1&s20
2 log(e),
and we are done.
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Note added in proof. Recent numerical estimates [1] on RLP($ ) strongly indicate that
the McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch bounds give (asymptotically) the right
answer to the Delsarte problem for the Hamming cube, namely RLP($ )=M($ ). In particular,
Conjecture 1.3 is probably false.
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